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Foreword  

ln  the general plan of the changing speed limits of the Main Road 
(class I) No. 17 has been proposed the manoeuvring of the speed 
limit signs through the mediation of the GSM-network.  ln  order to 
find out the best possible way and system of the manoeuvring a 
report was worked out, in which the different possibilities for the 
manoeuvring of the signs in a dependable and economical way 
have been discussed. 

The investigation work has been performed in the  YSP-Yleinen 
Sähkäpalvelu OY  (The General Electric Service Ltd) by Mr.  Juha 
Pykälinen  and the work has been supervised by Mr.  Ari 
Tuomainen  of the Finnish National Road Administration. 

This study has been granted European Community financial 
support in the field of Trans-European Networks  -  Transport.  

ln  Kuopio,  December 20th, 1999 

Finnish National Road Administration 
Savo-Karjala  Region  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This report deals with a question how to use GSM short message services to control 
changing speed limit traffic signs and information boards. Short message services are 
used to carry data from process control PC's in intranet of Finnish National Road 
Administration to controllable traffic signs and vice versa. Report inspects the 
possibilities that GSM-network has to offer when systems controlling devices are 
based on de facto industrial standards. Devices that are used to control traffic signs 
are programmable logics (PLC, Programmable Logic Control) and control rooms 
software interface has been made process control  softwares  (SCADA).  Work also 
clears out if GSM-operators could provide some kind value added services to the 
system. Essential part of the report is to find some kind of standard interface between 
operators SMS-systems and commercial process control  softwares.  

2  BACKROUND 

Nowadays changeable traffic sign systems are isolated networks and are built by 
using cables or radiopaths. Combinations of these are also possible. In these kinds of 
solutions network controlling and maintenance are in users hands. Because of those 
tasks one can think if there could be some other way to handle networking? One 
solution to transfer data could be using commercial GSM-networks provided by 
operators. Then GSM-operators take care of maintenance of the networks and users 
handles traffic signs, information boards and devices that are used to connect users to 
the network (GSM-modems). 

When the distances are long between controllable signs, building costs are much 
more higher when networks are built by cables compared to radio or GSM-networks. 
Radionetworks building costs are also higher than GSM-networks, but if using costs 
are compared then GSM-networks costs are higher than cabled or radionetworks. 

S Data transmission is cheaper in isolated cablesystems or radionetworks compared to 
GSM-systems where every single SMS-message is charged. There are also some 
insignificant costs like radionetworks yearly cost and GSM-network users monthly 
cost. 

Data transmission costs will rise very fast if systems go bigger (like over thirty traffic 
signs) and controlling and supervising is demanded to be in real-time. This depends 
also for the cycle how often traffic sign states are checked. In isolated networks all 
data is almost in real-time. In these systems traffic sign states updates can be from 2 
up to 60 seconds depending the used system (cable or radionetwork). In bad weather 
conditions those times could be a few minutes when radionetworks are used. 

There has been noticed some annoying problems in copper cabled systems that are 
very often exposed to climatic changes which causes overvoltage. In these systems 
there have been some improvements that concentrate to the operational reliability. 
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There have been some changes in grounding and  overvoltage  protections are 
increased in data interfaces. Anyway, there isn't yet enough experience how these 
improvements work in practice. In future projects all the cables which are in nature 
should be optical fibers and traffic sign controls should be centralized so that there 
would be telecommunication devices as less as possible. 

Systems based on copper cables were built in years 1993, 1994 and 1997 (in those 
days optical fiber based systems were so expensive). There wasn't any  overvoltage 

 caused problems in systems built on years 1993 and 1994 and that's why year 1997- 
built system were made on the same bases.  Overvoltage  problems occurred during 
1999 summer and that's why it was  neseccary  to make some improvements to 

 overvoltage  protections. Year 2000 will show if those improvements will work. 

3 PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEM  

• 	3.1 CABLED SYSTEMS 

ETHERNET 
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Picture 1. Principles of isolated cable system. 

In a picture 1 has  descriped  the principles of isolated system that uses centralized 
logics (PLC) to control communication. Controlling has been done with a help of 

 miniaturlogics  placed in traffic signs. RS-485 based busses have been used to the  
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serial traffic and normal modems to longer distances. Data has been brung to the 
modems in RS-232 bus. From the modems data is transferred in RS-485 bus so that 
multidropping is available. 

Good features: 
-  Data transfer rates are fast and connnection is very stable. 
-  Good diagnostic features in traffic signs. 
-  There are no data transfer costs. 
-  Real-time controlling and supervising. 
-  Suitable to the targets where is lot of controllable signs very close to each other. 

Bad features: 
-  High building costs, especially in long distances. 
-  Copper cabled systems are very sensitive to climatic changes (overvoltage) and 

optical fiber systems are still quite expensive. 
-  Some failures are difficult to locate if there is many traffic signs in one segment. 

3.2 RADIONET WORK SYSTEMS 
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Picture 2. System based on radio network. 

Picture 2 describes toprinciples of the system based  radiomodems.  System uses three 
different frequences to decrease electromagnetic interference between 
telecommunicaton equipments. From the centralized logic data is transferred in RS-
232 bus to the  radiomodems  and from the receiving modems in the field it's 
transferred in RS-485 bus to the traffic signs. This enables multidropping and it's 
possible to use less  radiomodems  and antennas. 



Good features:  
-  Building costs are much more lower than in cabled systems.  
-  Not so sensitive to climatic changes than copper cabled systems. 

 -  Suitable for the real-time targets. 

Bad features: 
Bad weather conditions causes  distubance  in connections. 
.Connections are quite slow and so the diagnostic features in traffic signs aren't as 
good as in cabled systems. 

3.3 SYSTEMS BASED ON GSM-NETWORK 

There are many possibilities to transfer data in GSM-network. This section handles 
the  SMS-messages and data that are transferred in serial format. There are also many 
possibilities to send  SMS-messages between process control room and changeable  

•  traffic signs and next sections go through those different options and features. There 
isn't any wide range systems built to the bases of GSM-network but there are a few 
smaller ones. 

3.3.1 GSM-data 

It's possible to send data in a speed of 9600  bit/s  by using normal GSM-network and 
to use this technique between process control room and traffic signs. Connections are 
established between process control rooms modem (or GSM-modem) and traffic 
signs GSM-modem. One of the main problems in this technique is the complication 
of connections management. Especially when there is lot of controllable traffic signs 
(>10). Every time when there is need to check signs status from the process control 
room or status changes and traffic sign  notificates  that, connection has to be 
established. Using cost of the system depends amount of the need to do traffic sign 
status  querys  and controlling needs. 

Some operators offer also another kind of possibilities to use GSM-data to control 
traffic signs. For  exampe  process control PC's could be connected to the operator in 
normal cable connection and operator takes care rest of the connection (routing 
message to the traffic signs GSM-modem). 

3.3.2  SMS -message 

In GSM-network it's possible to send 160 characters long  SMS-messages. Message 
in delivered to the GSM-operators short message service center, which send message 
to the right recipient. This technique could be used to send these messages between 
process control room's PC (GSM-modem is connected to PC) and traffic signs GSM- 
modem.  SMS-service called group sending could be used to send messages to many 
traffic signs at the same time.  



Content of the message can be different to every application. For example message 
 "sp8O"  could mean that sign shows speed limit 80 km/h and if traffic sign sends it, it 

means signs status. When message is received, sender's number can be recognized 
and because of that it's impossible to control signs from other than programmed 
numbers. 

It's impossible to use  SMS -messages to process control systems where received data 
have to be in real-time. Also, use of  SMS-messages isn't possible in targets where 
signs are controlled inside  sequency  (one signs status depends on another signs 
status) like controllable bridges. In normal circumstances delivering time of messages 
is only a few seconds but if  SMS-center is congested, it could take several days to 
receive sent message. Problem is that there isn't any kind of priority systems in 
operators  SMS-centers nowadays. Anyway operators have realized that there is a 
need for these kinds of priority services and it's possible that operators carry out 
services in future.  

• 	4 VALUE ADDED SERVICES PRODUCED BY GSM-OPERATORS 

GSM-operators offers many kind of services to send and receive data and  SMS
-messages, for example Content Gateway and  SafeNet  services offered by  Sonera. 

 Main goal is to find service that offers simple and reliable interface to bring 
information to the states of communication devices (GSM-modems). One good 
choice could be  OPC-system (Ole for Process Control) which supports the most 
common process control  softwares  like Monitor Pro (Schneider Electric), Factory 
Link  (USDATA), WinCC  (Siemens) and  InTouch (WonderWare).  If process control 

 softwares  don't support the operators service interface there comes need to create 
interface between process control software and operators service interface using 
programming languages like C, C++, Visual Basic or Delphi. This of  cource  makes 

 Othe  hole system more complex. Operators have process control  sofiwares  to their 
services (like  Sonera's  MARS), but these  softwares  don't offer enough features and 
user interfaces aren't as simple as clients expects them to be. 

4.1 CONTENT GATEWAY OFFERED BY  SONERA 

Sonera  offers service to send and receive  SMS-messages via Internet or  Soneras  own 
 Datanet  using TCP/IP-protocol. Finnish National Road Administration can use both 

of these techniques. Interface to Content Gateway is done by  ActiveX-components or 
using C -i--i-  API libraries. This means that it's necessary to do a little application 
between process control software and  Soneras  service interface that handless all the 
data traffic between them.  
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Network of Finnish National 
Road Administration 	 Datanet Network of SoneralTraffic signs 

INTERFACE 	PS 	 Os 
APPLICATI 	PROVIDER J+ 	 OPERATOR 
ON 	 SERVER 	 SERVER 

PROCESS 	 RC 
CONTROLLI 	REMOTE 
NGPC 	 CONTROL 

Picture 3. Principles of Content Gateway. 

SMSC  

60 

In picture 3 all the Finnish National Road Administration network components are in 
a separate boxes but it's possible that components locates in a single PC. Sessio is 
established between process control PC and Content Gateway. All the 
acknowledgement messages during session are written to the PC's logfile but there 
can be quite long delays if SMSC is congested. It's not possible to have information 
about traffic signs GSM-modems state (is it connected to network or not). 

PS (Provider Server) and RC (Remote Control) components are delivered with a 
Sonera Content Gateway product but process control software designer must do the 
interface application. Process control software can be done by using some of the 

 softwares  mentioned earlier (Monitor Pro, Factory Link...) and interface application 
by using for example C or Visual Basic. 

4.2 SONERA SAFENET 

SafeNet  is another Soneras service that can be used to deliver SMS-messages and 
compared to the Content Gateway, it's safer solution and offers more services. 
Applications that connect to SafeNet are done by using C programming language 
with a help of Soneras SNS-API libraries. There aren't any ActiveX-components to 
SafeNet and that's why it's not possible to make interface applications by using 
Visual Basic. SafeNet offers services to send data, pIctures from controlling cameras, 
send SMS-messages and transfer alarms. Connection can be done by using modem 
(normal or ISDN), GSM or LAN/WAN (TCP/IP) connection. 

Value added services when SMS-messages are used: 

-  Acknowledgement message even if controlling message don't reach receiver 
immediatelly 
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-  Information about traffic signs state (is it connected to network or not). It's 
possible to gerate alarm if traffic signs connection disappears and that's why 
there's no need to check traffic sign modem states all the time. 

Network of Finnish National 
Road Aministration 	Datanet 	Network of Sonera/Traffic signs 

INTERFACE 	 SNS-API 	SMSC 
APPLICATI 	 LIBRARY 14 
ON 

PROCESS 
CONTROL 
PC 

Picture 4. SafeNet service when SNS_API library is used. 

In a future it's possible connect to SafeNet by using OPC. This makes a connection 
architecture much more simple because almost all the process control  softwares 

 supports OPC-interface. After this there is no need to create any kind interface 
applications between process control software and SafeNet (picture 5).  Sonera can't 
tell exact dates when this possibility is available but it could be ready during year 
2000. This is absolutely the best way to create connections to the traffic signs 
because of SafeNet's service features and simplyfied application architecture in the 
controlling room. 

Network of Finnish National 
Road Administration 	Datanet 	Network of SoneralTraffic signs 

PROCESS 
CONTROL 
PCI 
OPC  CLIENT 

 

Picture 5.  SafeNet service when OPC-architecture is used. 

.  



S CONCLUSION 

At this moment best way to control traffic signs and information boards by using 
SMS-messages is to use Content Gateway solution. In a future, when OPC-
architecture is supported, SafeNet will be better and more flexible solution. When 
traffic signs make controlling decisions independently and give aliways 
acknowledgement to the controlling messages, there isn't so big advantage to use 
SafeNet. Advantage gets even smaller when operators create priority services to their 
SMS-centers. Some kind of SMS-message and GSM-data combinations are also 
possible. When there is a malfunction in SMS-center, it's possible to control traffic 
signs by using GSM-data features. By using this kind of solution, reliability of the 
system is almost as good as in SafeNet because it uses also the very same GSM-data 
service to send information. Using costs are lower in Content Gateway solution 
compared to SafeNet and it's easier to make application interfaces to it (nowadays). 

S It's also possible to create SMS-message and GSM-data connection to traffic signs by 
using GSM-modem connected directly to process control PC. Only need is to make 
contract with some GSM-operator and connect GSM-modem to PC. Of course there 
has to be some kind of application that controls the GSM-modem. This solution 
doesn't give any changes to have information if controlling message is reached traffic 
sign. Only alternative is to wait acknowledgement message from the sign and this 
could take many hours in worse cases but normally a few seconds. Costs of this 
solution can be compared to Content Gateway solution. 



SOURCE MATERIAL 

Cabled systems: 

System experience:  

-  Controlling and opening systems to bridges of  Kalla  VT-5  
-  Weather-controlled road VT-7 (E18) controlling system  
-  Traffic control system of border station of  Imatra.  Changeable sings, traffic lights 

and gate control system.  
-  Traffic control system of border station of  Saha.  

Radio network systems: 

System experience:  

-  Changeable speed limit and information sings between Salo  -  Sammatti  VT-h (El 8) 

 GSM/SMS: 

-  Various test projects are under trial use at the moment with different device 
environment.  

Sonera  Content Gateway:  

- littp://www.sonera.fi/gsrnlyritvsratkajsut/tekstj  ja data/yritvsteksti .html 

Sonera SafeNet 

- http ://www. sonera.fi/vrityspalvelut/inlo/  

OPC-OLE  for Process Control  

- http://www.opcfoundation.org/  

APPENDIX  

-  Data network architecture development  /  Finnish National Road 
Administration  /  Mr  Ari Tuomainen  

-  Development of radio network based traffic sing control systems  /  Finnish 
National Road Administration  /  Mr  Ari Tuomainen  
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